Drill: Take the A train  Set: open set

Set #1  Count: 1

Director Viewpoint
Drill: Take the A train   Set: (m5) (Subset)

Set #1A  Count: 17
null
Drill: Take the A train  Set: (m46) (Subset)

Set #6B  Count: 181
Drill: Take the A train  Set: (M47) (Subset)

Set #6C  Count: 185

Director Viewpoint
Drill: Take the A train  Set: m58

Director Viewpoint

Set #8  Count: 229
Drill: Take the A train  Set: m74

Set #10  Count: 293
Drill: Take the A train   Set: m78 (Subset)

Set #10A  Count: 30...
Drill: Take the A train   Set: (m94) (Subset)

Set #12A  Count: 37

Director Viewpoint
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Drill: Take the A train    Set: (m102) (Subset)

Set #13A  Count: 40...